
Assignment 3 
 

SDN Performance Evaluation 
 

Due: 05-11-2020 
 
In this assignment, you will learn how to modify l2_nx to send 100 distinct flow-entries, use 
cbench to overload the controller as previous assignment, use threading method to speed-up 
the controller response time, use the libstatgrab or psutil python libraries to collect some 
current statistics, such as CPU, RAM network interface buffer size, of the controller, and 
monitor the controller statistics when they reach certain threshold value, the controller installs 
some flow-entries to the down switches to reduce the load on the controller that are coming 
from flow setup requests.  
 

• Part 1: 
 
1. Download the python libraries as described on the python homepage 

2. Import them to your modified version of l2_nx.py. 

3. Download cbench to overwhelm the controller, cbench is usually installed in mininet VM, if 
so, you need to learn how to run it. See the following example 

$ cbench -c localhost -p 6633 -m 1000 -l 10 -s 16 -M 1000000 -t 
 
the -p is the TCP port number of the controller, such as POX is 6633. you can increase the M, m, 
and s values to increase the load. 

4. Run cbench to overwhelm your controller. 

5. Program your controller to printout the statistics, CPU, RAM, and network buffer size. Use a 
timer to call the function that responsible to collect the statistics, which means when the time 
of the timer elapsed then call the statistics function. See the example at: 

https://github.com/hip2b2/poxstuff/blob/master/flow_stats.py 

It is worth noting that the above example collects network statistics. However, in our case you 
will need to collect the controller statistics. 

6. Use threading to create a process that is responsible to monitor the controller state 
“statistics”. Write an if statement when the collected statistics reach certain threshold value 
install reactive flow entries in table=0. 

Note: before start coding try to run cbench and change its parameters, while that use top Linux 



feature to see the controller statistics, because sometime the preselected threshold value will 
be reached after too long time. Also, take care when we install the flow-entries do not use 
event.dpid at  

core.openflow.sendToDPID(event.dpid, msg) 

instead use the dpid number such as 1 or 2 in your case. 

core.openflow.sendToDPID(1, msg) 

 

• Part 2: 

1. Copy the code to l2_nx.py or l2_learning.py to make it installs 100 flow-entries. 
2. Run the controller and cbench to overload the controller. 
3. Write down the controller response time from cbench results. 
4. Use the library in part 1 to collect the controller statistics. 
5. Printout the controller collected statistics. 
6. Use threading method to speed-up the controller 
7. Run cbench after using threading method and compare the results (cbench response time 

and controller statistics) with previous results. 
8. Run the experiment for 4 times with different cbench parameters and plot the results. 
 
 
You need to submit/present 

1. The cbench commands. 

2. Printout of collected controller statistics, cbench response time RAM, CPU and buffer size. 

3. The controller code of part 1. 

4. Printout of collected controller statistics, cbench response time RAM, CPU and buffer size 
before and after threading in part 2. 

5. Run part 2 4 times with different cbench parameters and plot the results. 

6. The controller code of part 2. 


